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1. Introduction

Ultra high throughput sequencing, also known as deep sequencing or Next Generation Sequencing (NGS), is revolutionizing the study of human genetics and has immense clinical implications. It has reduced the cost and increased the throughput of genomic sequencing by more than three orders of magnitude in just a few years, a trend which is guaranteed to rapidly accelerate in the near future (Metzker, 2010). Using deep sequencing, for example, it is now possible to discover novel disease causing mutations (Ley et al., 2008) and detect traces of pathogenic microorganisms (Isakov et al., 2011). For the first time, research fields such as personalized medicine for patient treatment are becoming tangible at genomic levels given advances in deep sequencing data integration.

The amount of data produced by a single ultra high throughput sequencing run is often tremendous and can reach hundreds of millions of reads in various lengths per experiment (Mardis, 2008). The storage, processing, querying, parsing, analyzing and interpreting of such an incredible amount of data is a significant task that holds many obstacles and challenges (Koboldt et al., 2010). In this chapter we will address some of the possibilities, potentials and questions raised during ultra high throughput sequencing data analysis. We will mainly focus on common pre-analysis concepts and crucial advanced considerations for alignment, assembly and variation detection. Currently, the deep sequencing user is faced with an abundance of deep sequencing data analysis tools, both publicly and commercially available. For each of the aforementioned analysis types, we will point out the various aspects to be considered when choosing a tool, and emphasize the relevant challenges and possible limitations in order to assist the user in picking the most suitable one. Since deep sequencing data analysis is a rapidly evolving field, our focus will be on fundamental concepts of the analysis process and the its challenges, allowing this read to be relevant amid additional published software.

Our first part will encompass a brief overview of current leading deep sequencing technologies with special attention to their features, strengths and possible drawbacks in regards to the different preliminary questions that one might ask when using ultra high throughput sequencing. The second part of the chapter introduces pre-analysis processes. These are common quality control and assurance methods that alleviate deep sequencing derived biases and improve the overall results of any down-stream analysis. In the third part of the chapter, we will go over the different aspects of the post-sequencing analysis,
specifically deep sequencing data alignment, assembly and variant detection. For each section we will cover leading methods and tools, quality evaluation and filtration and address the requirements, capabilities and limitations of these tools. The section on variation detection will cover both common variant detection considerations, variant specific challenges and currently available solutions.

2. Sequencing technologies

Sequencing technologies are evolving rapidly, with an overwhelming increase in efficiency and throughput (Mardis, 2008). This expeditious rate of change and improvement is accompanied by a variety of different sequencing platforms, with both great similarities and differences alike. Without going into the technology underlying each sequencing platform in detail, we will specify advantages and limitations both general and specific, that are relevant for deep sequencing experiment design. For this purpose, we will refer to the leading commercially available platforms produced by Roche/454 (Margulies et al., 2005a), Illumina/Solexa (Bentley et al., 2008), Life/APG (SOLiD) (McKernan et al., 2009) and Pacific Biosciences (Eid et al., 2009).

The initial step in the sequencing process is random fragmentation of the nucleotide sequence of interest, in order to increase throughput by simultaneously sequencing millions of fragments. These template fragments can then either undergo clonal amplification, in which they are ligated with adapters and amplified using common PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) primers (Roche; Illumina; Life), or they can be used as the sequencing templates themselves (single molecule templates; Pacific Biosciences). Clonal amplified template preparation requires a higher amount of initial DNA material. Since this technique relies on PCR amplification, errors might be introduced to the target before the sequencing process begins. The amount of introduced errors is related to the fidelity of the polymerase utilized in the reaction (Chan, 2009). These potential background errors could be considered actual sequence variants in the downstream analysis. PCR utilization might also result in amplification bias, misrepresenting high GC content areas. Such is the case in a recent study in which PCR introduced expression biases for GC rich chromosomes required additional assessment, hampering the uniformity of the results (Chiu et al., 2010). Simultaneously sequencing clonal amplified templates is further complicated by potential different extension rates that cause asynchronous sequencing (phasing), resulting in a higher background noise. Single molecule template sequencing (Schadt, Turner, & Kasarskis, 2010) does not require PCR amplification thus circumventing its derived amplification and clonal sequencing biases making it an appropriate tool to be used in quantification experiments (e.g RNA-seq, Chip-seq etc.) and in cases where the initial sample DNA content is scarce. Because sequencing is performed on a single molecule and sequences are inferred from extremely weak signals, the correcting effect of simultaneous same-sequence template sequencing is lost resulting in a higher error rate (Schadt et al., 2010). Therefore a higher sequencing fidelity is required (Metzker, 2010).

In addition to the aforementioned general template preparation and sequencing method associated biases, one needs to consider the inherent benefits and shortcomings of each sequencing technology. Pyrosequencing, for example, employed by the Roch 454's GS FLX platform, generates long reads (~400nts) and presents relatively unbiased coverage, enhancing de-novo genome assembly and improving alignment capabilities, thus making it an appropriate tool for SNP and structural variations discovery, demonstrating low false positive rates (Margulies et al., 2005a; Nothnagel et al., 2011). However, the technology's
susceptibility to insertion and deletion errors and higher rate of homo-polymer (e.g. contiguous run of the same base pair) sequencing errors should be considered when performing a variation oriented research (Chan, 2009). Current reverse termination (Illumina’s Genome Analyzer or HiSeq 2000) and sequencing by ligation (Life’s SOLiD) technologies produce shorter reads (<200nts) but at a much higher throughput and are considered optimal for small scale variants detection (e.g. SNPs and indels) due to very high detection resolution owed to massive read overlap and high coverage. However, short reads’ inherent problems of ambiguous mapping and complicated assembly can result in higher false positive rates in variant discovery (Nothnagel et al., 2011), that could be alleviated by higher throughput and employment of paired-end sequencing (e.g. sequencing both ends of a fragment template) (Medvedev et al., 2009; Metzker, 2010). Sequencing by ligation technology, employed by Life’s SOLiD, reads the colors of fluorescently marked ligated primers and converts them into the template sequence. SOLiD is less susceptible to phasing errors and the unique conversion of color to sequence results in an inherent error correction and thus a more accurate SNP detection process. However, this reduced error rate requires utilization of a reference genome in the color conversion process (Kircher & Kelso, 2010). We also note that error rate increases across all platforms towards the end of a sequenced read (Dohm et al., 2008), due to reduced enzyme efficiency, loss of enzymes, increased phasing effect or incomplete dye removal. The different attributes of the variety of platforms can result in significantly different output data and performance, and it was demonstrated that the combination of more than one platform is potentially more cost effective and could yield higher fidelity and accuracy (Dalloul et al., 2010; Nothnagel et al., 2011). We will now discuss how to alleviate some of these inherent and general difficulties using pre-analysis processing.

3. Pre-analysis processing

In this section we will discuss the processing performed on deep sequencing output data prior to the specific experimental analysis. Mentioned above are examples of the vast cross platform differences that could affect the downstream analysis and thus the biological conclusions derived. These differences accompany the inherent bias in deep sequencing experiments (Dohm et al., 2008; Schwartz et al., 2011). In order to reduce these possibly confounding effects, platform manufacturers and developers provide the end-user with a sequencing quality scale for both automated and recommended manual quality based data filtration and refinement (Bentley et al., 2008; Harris et al., 2008; Margulies et al., 2005a; K. J. McKernan et al., 2009). We will suggest quality confirmation methods for the text based output end-users face after a sequencing run, and discuss common necessary pre-analysis processing steps that ensure data validity and proper utilization. For each platform’s inherent quality assurance and control measures, one should address the specific platform’s technical support and annotation.

The most common initial form of output format is either a sequence FASTA file accompanied by a numerical quality QUAL file, describing the per-base probability of incorrect sequencing based on the PHRED quality score (Ewing and Green, 1998; Ewing et al., 1998), or the FASTQ format (Cock et al., 2010), containing sequences coupled with their quality stored as ASCII characters. Currently, Sanger FASTQ files use ASCII 33–126 to encode PHRED qualities from 0 to 93 (i.e. PHRED scores with an ASCII offset of 33), marking an error probability between 10^0 and 10^-93. Up until the Genome Analyzer v1.3,
Illumina utilized a different scoring scale in their sequencing output, described in (Cock et al., 2010). Currently Illumina encodes PHRED scores with an ASCII offset of 64, and so can hold PHRED scores from 0 to 62 (ASCII 64–126). Life's SOLiD produce a color based FASTQ file (CSFASTQ) that utilizes the digits 0-3 to mark the sequenced color, the processing of which we will not cover in this section. Though these different scoring methods potentially contribute to misinterpretation and confusion, they can be easily converted and conformed (Cock et al., 2009; Goto et al., 2010; Holland et al., 2008; Stajich et al., 2002). Most current analysis tools are able to handle both scoring methods, though some require specific parameters to be set for dealing with each. When employing these analysis tools, one should mind the appropriate quality score is used.

Quality control of deep sequencing data refers to an overview on the base and quality distribution between lanes, tiles and cycles, and correlating the initial sequence data with expected length, GC content, ambiguous bases, sequence complexity and alignment ensuing location distributions which can hold information regarding possible sequencing bias, contamination or artifacts. Platform specific quality control tools. (Cox et al., 2010; Dolan and Denver, 2008; Martinez-Alcantara et al., 2009) and more general quality assessment software (Dai et al., 2010; Schmieder and Edwards, 2011) can help circumvent such biases, by both raising awareness to implicating irregularities with textual and graphical data representation and by removing such low quality or aberrant sequences prior to the downstream analysis. The need for careful quality control is exemplified by deep sequencing data with a tile specific A base bias, leading to over-expression of the base in the sequences derived from that tile. When searching for rare sequence variants, such base over-expression should be considered when sequences supporting an A variant are derived from the aforementioned tile. A more common example is sequence duplication (Gomez-Alvarez et al., 2009), usually an artifact of PCR amplification and other library preparation processes, that cause over-representation of certain sequences. This creates a skewed coverage distribution that may subsequently bias the error model and thus substantially increase the number of false-positive SNP discoveries and tilt expression and metagenomic analysis results. Available quality control software allow the user to completely remove these duplicates (FASTX – toolkit; Li et al., 2009) or mark them for downstream analysis consideration (PICARD). Recently various algorithms utilizing suffix tree data structures were developed for sequencing error correction (Kelley et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2010).

A common procedure in the pre-analysis process, following initial quality control, and prior to sequence duplication removal, is the compulsory tag / adapter removal (Lassmann et al., 2009; Schmieder et al., 2010) and optional quality trimming. Tags are used during the library preparation phase for amplification or differentiation processes (e.g multiplexing; Galan et al., 2010). If they are sequenced, they can profoundly affect the downstream analysis unless removed (e.g clipping). The clipping process, removes any tag remnants from the sequence reads, ridding the data from reads composed mainly or even solely of the tags. The user must set the minimal read length to be retained (according to the sequenced sample and experimental question) and consider possible sequence similarities between the sample and the adapters. Trimming, refers to the sequence removal from either the 5’ or the 3’ ends of a read where either the sequence complexity or quality does not pass user settings. It is often used for poly-A or poly-T removal, or removal of bases with significantly lower, bias introducing quality scores. Unlike clipping, which is mandatory for valid downstream analysis, trimming is only recommended to improve accuracy and performance in
subsequent analysis steps such as alignment and assembly. Following both clipping and trimming, the researcher may review the sequence data for size distribution, and verify concordance with the experimental context. For example, when performing microRNA sequencing experiments, one would expect the sequence size composition to be approximately 20-24 nts in length. If the majority of the data deviates from this range, a more careful examination of the information is in order and library preparation bias should be considered.

We urge the user to consider the sequencing data in the appropriate experimental context and utilize the aforementioned quality control and assurance methods prior to the downstream analysis to increase the experimental validity and accuracy and to ensure better, more reliable results.

4. Data analysis pathways

In the previous sections, we covered common deep sequencing data considerations and refinement, crucial and beneficial for all types of downstream analysis. In this section, we will go over the common data analysis pathways and possibilities, covering their appropriate utilization, the benefits and limitations of each pathway, and familiarizing the user with some of the common available analysis tools.

4.1 Alignment

Most of the analysis pathways specified below involve an initial step of mapping the deep sequencing reads against a reference genome of either the sequenced species, or a related organism with sufficient genetic resemblance. This step presents a computational challenge due to the sheer amount of short reads produced in deep sequencing experiments. It is further complicated by nucleotide and structural variance, sequencing errors, RNA editing and epigenetic modifications. When deep sequencing was initially introduced, established early-generation sequence alignment tools (Altschul et al., 1990; Kent, 2002) more suited for the query of a limited number of sequences were less appropriate for high throughput sequencing’s millions of short sequence fragments mapping (Trapnell and Salzberg, 2009), requiring novel alignment algorithms and tools to be specifically designed. Current short read alignment tools.

(Langmead et al., 2009; Li and Durbin, 2009; Li et al., 2008; Li et al.,2009; Lin et al., 2008; Novoalign), utilize various heuristic techniques for alignment of millions of short sequences within an acceptable time requirement (Flicek and Birney, 2009). This section will not cover the underlying algorithms for each tool (Li and Homer, 2010). Instead, we will address a few imperative features to be considered when initiating data analysis and alignment.

When choosing an alignment tool, one needs to consider the memory and time requirements and limitations and the appropriateness of the tool to the exploratory question at hand. Some important features to be considered include:

Quality utilization and control - As we mentioned before, sequencing quality provides the user with initial assessment of the data. Some alignment tools, utilize these quality scores (Langmead et al., 2009; Li et al., 2008; Novoalign) and it was shown that such employment greatly improves the mapping performance (Frith et al., 2010; Li and Homer, 2010). Most common alignment software generate the alignment output in the Sequence Alignment Map (SAM) format (Li et al., 2009), with a multitude of supporting downstream analysis tools. This common format provides users with a simple and flexible common ground to evaluate
alignment results and easily extract and utilize data for further analysis. As for the sequencing output, so does the alignment output contain a PHRED based quality score for each of the aligned reads, describing the probability of per-base false alignment. Combination of this quality score together with other alignment parameters such as mismatches could and should be further assessed using specialized tools (Lassmann et al., 2011) in order to characterize mapped and unmapped reads for potential alignment improvement. These alignment quality scores can be re-assessed using currently available tools (McKenna et al., 2010; Novoalign), so that they better denote the probability of a mismatch between the aligned base and the reference sequence. This quality recalibration takes into account the given base and its quality score, the position within the read and the adjacent nucleotides to account for sequencing chemistry biases (Li, Li et al. 2009), and was shown to reduce the effect of sequencing technology derived biases and improve overall variant detection fidelity (DePristo et al., 2011).

**Gapped alignment** – An important feature one should be mindful of when choosing an alignment tool is whether the tool utilizes the gapped alignment algorithm. Since gapped alignment only mildly increases alignment sensitivity, it is not crucial to pick a supporting tool for many general purposes. However it is especially crucial for variant calling, specifically insertions and deletions (indels) detection (Krawitz et al., 2010) and it is highly recommended to choose a tool that implements gapped alignment (Li and Durbin, 2009; Li et al., 2008; Novoalign), when venturing on variant detection experiments, or when targeting known indel abundant areas.

**Mismatches and Gap penalties** – Most alignment tools allow the user to set the number of allowed mismatches between the read and a reference location and the scoring scale for gap opening and extension. Allowing more mismatches results in a higher portion of mapped reads but at the cost of increased ambiguity and reduced confidence of these alignments. Mismatch allowance should be set while considering the specific experiment at hand. For example, when undergoing microRNA expression profiling, one will want an accurate estimate of the abundance of each microRNA, and should not allow a high mismatch rate if any. On variant calling experiments however, the user should consider the possible expected size range of the variants before setting the allowed mismatch and gap penalty parameters (e.g, if one aims to find a >5nt long deletion, the mismatch limitation should allow it).

**Multiple mapping** - In theory, unique alignment, mapping a read to a single unique loci on the reference genome is expected by most reads longer than 30 nts when aligning against a large human scale reference. Usually, a portion of the reads will remain unmapped due to contaminant origin or sequencing errors, or more commonly, they will ambiguously map to several different locations (multiple mapping) due to sequence homology and repetitiveness. Different alignment tools flag these multiply mapped reads, and provide the user with the option to either randomly assign them to one loci (Li and Durbin, 2009) or just output all of them (Novoalign). Researchers may choose to incorporate only uniquely mapped reads into their downstream analysis, or set a maximal number of different mapping locations for incorporated reads. Discarding multiply mapped reads results in loss of a substantial portion of the data, with potential crucial effects on the following analysis. Currently, there are several approaches for allocation of these multiply mapped reads. One method is to count each read as if originating from each of the mapped loci, potentially over-estimating the expression or coverage of some, since the same read could not have originated from more than one loci. Another method is to divide each read count between
all its mapped loci, adding a small equal portion to each. This could have the opposite effect of under-estimating expression and coverage, especially for low complexity loci. Several methods utilize heuristics for dividing these reads amongst their mapped loci according to the uniquely mapped reads in those regions (Hashimoto et al., 2009; Mortazavi et al., 2008). A fairly novel approach utilizes probabilistic models such as maximum likelihood to compute the most likely origin of each read greatly improving the results of quantitative deep sequencing experiments and differential expression (Pašaniuc et al., 2011).

Since each parameter can greatly affect various performance attributes, considering the aforementioned features is crucial when initiating deep sequencing data alignment. The user should always mind the alignment tool's inherent limitations and implement parameters settings according to the experiment at hand and the expected possible downstream analysis, picking an appropriate tool and tuning necessary features for optimal alignment results.

### 4.2 Assembly

Assembly refers to the process of piecing together short DNA/RNA sequences into longer ones (e.g. contigs) which are then grouped to form scaffolds for computationally reconstructing a sample's genetic component. When the assembly process is performed with the assistance of a reference genome, it is referred to as mapping assembly, if no reference is available it is called *de novo* assembly. Original computational assembly tools were designed to use capillary-based sequencing’s 800 base pairs long sequences in order to deduce the original full sequence through examination of overlapping segments. Deep sequencing data presents a more compound assembly problem due to higher amounts of sequences that are significantly shorter. Though it adds complexity to the process, this significant increase in throughput enables the successful realization of whole mammalian genome *de novo* assembly as shown in (Li, Fan, et al., 2010; Li, Zhu, et al., 2010). Sequencing errors, uneven genome coverage and reads too short to be informative in repeated regions required a new breed of assembly tools designed specifically for short reads (Butler et al., 2008; Chaisson and Pevzner, 2008; Dohm et al., 2007; Jeck et al., 2007; Li, Zhu, et al., 2010; Margulies et al., 2005b; Simpson et al., 2009; Treangen et al., 2011; Zerbino and Birney, 2008). These tools mainly rely on two algorithms, and differ mostly in the way they deal with sequencing errors and inconsistencies and sequence repeats. Since tools utilized today could be either deprecated or significantly changed in the near future, we will not address the underlying advantages and disadvantages for each specific tool. We will, however, cover some of the more general inherent challenges of deep sequencing data assembly and recommended optimization methods.

**Assembly Algorithms** - Currently there are two main models for deep sequencing data assembly, Overlap-Layout-Consensus (OLC) (Myers, 1995) which calculates overlaps by (computationally expensive) pairwise alignments, and de Bruijn graph-based (DBG) which creates a shared k-mer dictionary for the assembly process. K is often set by the user and it is recommended that it be set large enough so that most overlaps are true and do not occur by chance, and short enough so as to allow overlap between related sequences. Since comprehensive reviews are available on these algorithms (Miller et al., 2010), we will focus more on specific algorithm related considerations for tool selection. A recent overview comparing the performance of a variety of tools for assembly under different conditions (Zhang et al., 2011), recommended the use of OLC based assemblers (Hernandez et al., 2008; Margulies et al., 2005b) for small scale (e.g. microorganisms) genome assemblies While
reserving the use of the less computationally demanding DBG based tools for the assembly of large (eukaryote) genomes (Butler et al., 2008; Li, Zhu, et al., 2010; Simpson et al., 2009; Zerbino and Birney, 2008). Another consideration is the read size, with OLC being most appropriate for a limited number of fairly long reads (~100-800 bp) and DBG more suited for the assembly of millions of short reads (25-100 bp) (Miller et al., 2010). One should note that DBG based tool's implementation of specific heuristics reduces CPU demand but at the cost of higher sensitivity to sequencing errors that could result in a much higher memory requirement. We therefore urge the user to run a more strict quality assessment and filtration when embarking on DBG based assembly. We also note that some of the assembly challenges such as identical repeat regions longer than the sequenced reads length, remain insurmountable by computational and algorithmic improvements and must be alleviated by technical means such as longer reads or paired-end sequencing (Cahill et al., 2010).

**Quality Assessment** - An assembly's quality is measured by its contiguity and cumulative size and the accuracy of the assembly. The contiguity is assessed using length statistics such as contig and scaffold maximal and average length, combined total length and N50 (the length of the smallest contig in the set that contains the fewest (largest) contigs whose combined length represents at least 50% of the assembly (Miller et al., 2010)). An assembly's accuracy is more difficult to assess and external data is usually needed to reveal both misassembly (e.g., sequences that are inaccurately joined) and per base accuracy (e.g., contigs with nucleotide mismatches). One way to estimate fidelity is by utilizing paired end reads, realigning them against the assembled contigs to reveal discrepancies in insert size which probably indicate wrong assembly. When there are available reference sequences they should be utilized for further validation of the assembled contigs, matching sequences and marking possible mismatches and chimeras (non-related sequences assembled into one contig). If no reference sequence is available, it has been shown that the sequence of available closely related organism (e.g. comparative assembly (Pop et al., 2004)) could be utilized for the same purpose and for contig adjacency assessment (Gnerre, et al., 2009; Husemann and Stoye, 2010; Meader et al., 2010). A crucial aspect of assembly quality assurance is the sequence quality. Erroneous sequence reads result in higher computer memory requirements (especially in DBG based tools (Miller et al., 2010)) and either no assembly output or wrong inaccurate contigs. As part of the assembly related quality assurance, it is recommended to discard all reads with ambiguous bases (e.g N) and reads composed entirely of homo-polymer sequences to alleviate this increase in computational demand (Paszkiewicz and Studholme, 2010). It is also good practice to trim low quality bases from read edges and of course remove adapters prior to assembly.

Assembly represents one of the more challenging computational tasks at present and it is further complicated when implemented on deep sequencing data. General considerations mentioned in this chapter will help the user to both better understand the challenges inherent in the sequence data and to match a selected tool's underlying implemented algorithm with the data at hand and the assembly goals. Moreover, assembly quality could now be better assessed using the aforementioned parameters, such as N50 and fidelity, in order to compare assembly tools performance for both existing and future software.

### 4.3 Variant calling

Variant calling refers to the identification of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), insertions and deletions (indels), copy number variations (CNVs) and other types of structural variations (e.g., inversions, translocations etc.) in a sequenced sample (Durbin et
Detection of these variants from deep sequencing data requires in most cases both a reference genetic sequence to compare the sequence data against (Li, Li, et al., 2009), and a specialized variant calling software that utilizes probabilistic methods for correctly inferring variants. The process is complicated by areas of low coverage, sequencing errors, misalignment caused by either low complexity and repeat regions or adjacent variants and library preparation biases (e.g., PCR duplicates) (Chan, 2009). Variant calling depends on an efficient combination between an accurate alignment and sophisticated inference of variance from it. Since alignment optimization was already discussed in a previous section, in this section our focus will be more on aspects of variant deduction. We will cover the basic common challenges and difficulties both general and specific for each variant type. Present leading bioinformatic tools and databases and their contributions to the field and provide the user with critical considerations and solutions for some of the aforementioned challenges.

After initial alignment, certain factors can critically alter the results of variant detection. One should consider them prior to downstream analysis and implement the appropriate modifications if necessary.

**Depth of coverage** – Previous studies demonstrated positive correlation between variant calling sensitivity and increased read depth (Krawitz et al., 2010). Depth can be increased by either reducing the size of the selected or enriched target region, performing a higher number of sequencing cycles to produce longer reads to cover the target region or simply assigning more sequencing lanes. Each method has its benefits and drawbacks. For example, assigning an additional lane to sequence the same sample requires a higher financial investment but allows better noise filtration and sequencing errors recognition. Targeting a specific region increases the coverage and sensitivity at the selected segment, but at the cost of information loss at the areas outside. After the sequencing process is complete, upper and lower depth thresholds should be applied on the sequencing data before variant calling is performed. Setting a lower coverage limit removes erroneous mismatches caused by sequencing errors and thus supported by very few reads (Durbin et al., 2010; Li, Li, et al., 2009). Although it is recommended on most tools, setting a lower limit has been shown to reduce sensitivity without increasing specificity in some tools (Goya et al., 2010) and therefore should be considered in the context of the utilized tool. Setting an upper limit removes mismatches caused by copy number variations, PCR duplicates introduced by library preparation (Gomez-Alvarez et al., 2009) and reads mapping to paralogous sequences. The limit should be set according to the initial coverage and we recommend setting the limit to ~10 times the average coverage. PCR duplicates should be further assessed, removed and marked using specialized tools (Li et al., 2009; PICARD) as mentioned in the pre-analysis processing section.

**Mapping quality and Quality recalibration** – Some reads mapping to under represented regions in the genome, especially low complexity and repetitive regions will be inaccurately mapped with a low mapping quality. SNPs derived from these reads have higher chance of being false-positives (Durbin et al., 2010) and should be more carefully examined, setting a more strict quality and coverage threshold if possible. As mentioned in the prior section of alignment considerations, quality recalibration increases the validity of the alignment qualities so that they better denote the probability of a mismatch between the base and the reference. Naturally, these re-calibrated qualities improve the efficiency of variant detection tools that incorporate alignment qualities into their calling algorithms (Koboldt et al., 2009; Li, Li, et al., 2009; McKenna et al., 2010; Qi, et al., 2010).
Cross-lane comparison – It is good practice, when different-lane same-sample sequences are available, to compare the amount of SNPs, insertions and deletions detected for each lane. If one of the lanes has a significantly higher amount of detected variants, it is probable that it will introduce false-positives to the analysis and exclusion of that lane from downstream variant calling is recommended. Another possible data validation option is comparison against a SNP chip if available (Koboldt et al., 2010). Going over each annotated SNP provides the user with more than a million checkpoints to ascertain both the validity and fidelity of the sequencing process, and the chromosomal representation (e.g. haploid or diploid).

We will now address a few more variant specific considerations and applications.

4.3.1 Single nucleotide polymorphisms

After aligning deep sequencing reads against a reference genome, SNPs can be naively inferred from the results by simply denoting each base that is inconsistent between reference and read as a SNP. This straightforward inference of mismatches results in a massive amount of alleged SNPs, many of which suffer from some sort of inaccuracy such as: calling a mismatch in the wrong location, homozygosity and heterozygosity discrepancies and even calling a mismatch in the correct location but with the wrong base. Currently most SNP calling tools (Koboldt et al., 2009; Li et al., 2009; 2008; Li, Li, et al., 2009; McKenna et al., 2010; Qi et al., 2010) apply different probabilistic based considerations and heuristics such as quality assessment and recalibration, SNP filtration, local realignment, coverage assessment, prior probability based on known SNPs, genotype based likelihood and even cancer genomics (Goya et al., 2010) to elucidate SNPs from alignment results. The user should be familiar with these considerations and be aware of the tools that apply each when performing SNP calling. We will go over some of them and discuss their effects and benefits.

Local realignment – Current mapping tools align reads independently of the alignment region context. If a read's beginning or end maps to a region containing an indel, a mismatch will be called instead of an indel due to alignment scoring considerations. Adding a secondary, local alignment that considers reads that support the presence of an indel in the vicinity of either detected SNPs or known SNP sites retrieved from dbSNP (Day, 2010), results in a significant reduction in false positive SNPs (Durbin et al., 2010; McKenna et al., 2010). This local realignment is highly recommended prior to SNP analysis and is either performed inherently in some tools (Qi et al., 2010) or can be specifically performed using other available tools (McKenna et al., 2010).

Base Alignment Quality – Since local realignment is a computationally intensive process that depends on correctly denoting insertions and deletions, another method for increased SNP detection accuracy is purposed (Li, 2011). Implementing a per-base alignment quality recalibration for re-evaluation of misalignment probability using profile hidden markov models. This quality recalibration can be performed using SAMtools (Li et al., 2009).

Transition / Transversion Ratio (Ti/Tv) – The expected ratio between transitions (e.g. purine purine substitutions) and transversions (e.g. purine pyrimidine substitutions) can be elucidated from empirical data retrieved from the 1000 Genomes project Durbin et al., 2010). This ratio could be utilized as an initial quality assessment standard. Currently the expected Ti/Tv ratio is ~2.3 for whole-genome sequencing and around 3.3 for whole-exome sequencing (coding regions only) (DePristo et al., 2011). When detected SNPs demonstrate a ratio closer to the expected ratio for random substitutions, with transversions twice as
common as transitions (e.g. ~0.5), low quality variant calling or data is implied and quality thresholds should be reassessed.

**dbSNP validation** - After producing a list of detected SNPs, it is highly recommended to compare it against dbSNP, the largest repository of SNP data found within the National Center for Biotechnology Information database. Detected SNPs present in the database are considered as known, and the ones not found are considered novel (Li and Stockwell, 2010). The portion of novel SNPs detected in a deep sequencing experiment should range between 1 and 10 percent (DePristo et al., 2011). If this proportion is higher, a high rate of false positive variants is suggested and we recommended reevaluating the detection process and possibly implementing a more strict variation inclusion criteria.

### 4.3.2 Insertions and deletions (Indels)

Indels are the second most common type of polymorphism and the most common structural variant, in this sub-section we will address only short indels as the next section will deal with the larger (>1000kb) structural variants. Most indels range between 2-16 bases in length (Mullaney et al., 2010) (also referred to as micro-indels) and their frequency has been shown to vary across the genome with lower rate in conserved and functional regions and an increased rate in hot spots for genetic variation. The average indel rate is approximately one indel in 5.1 to 13.2 kb of DNA (Mills et al., 2006). Their presence implicates on the pathogenesis of disease, gene expression and functionality, viral disease forms identification and they can be used as genetic markers in natural populations. Indels occur in an estimated rate that is eight-fold lower than SNPs (Durbin et al., 2010). This rate varies extensively between sequenced individuals, usually due to variability between mapping and detection tools. Reads covering an indel are generally more difficult to map since their correct alignment either involves complex gapped alignment or paired-end sequencing inference. Optimal indel detection is performed by combining application of an appropriate alignment software and variant detection tool (Albers et al., 2010; Koboldt et al., 2009; Li et al., 2009; McKenna et al., 2010; Qi et al., 2010; Kai et al., 2009), and careful adjustment of their parameters according to the suspected variants. As mentioned before in the alignment section, it is highly recommended to perform indel calling with alignment tools that implement gapped alignment (Krawitz et al., 2010; Li and Durbin, 2009; Li et al., 2008; Novoalign). A few considerations when addressing insertion-deletion detection:

**Read length** - Increasing the read length has been shown to improve the ability to map and detect insertion related reads. Sequence reads 36 bases long, such as the ones produced by the Illumina GAIIx, have been shown to be inefficient for detection of insertions longer than 3 bases with a complete inability to detect insertions longer than 7 bases. Hence the length of the sequenced reads should be considered according to the insertion size range suspicion and adjusted appropriately. Naturally, when insertion size is expected to surpass the read length it is impossible to detect them using single-end sequencing. Increasing the read length has also been shown to improve micro-indel (<10 bases) detection sensitivity without significantly affecting specificity, demonstrating a more efficient method for increasing coverage than simply producing more reads.

**Paired-end reads** - Indel detection greatly improves when based on paired end reads deep sequencing data (Mullaney et al., 2010). Both alignment (Li and Durbin, 2009; Li et al., 2008) and variant detection tools (Kai Ye et al., 2009) utilize paired-end reads so that one of the reads is used to pinpoint the pair's loci in the reference while the other read can be subjected to gapped alignment and indel inference. Furthermore, the insert (e.g. the unsequenced gap
between a read pair) can also be used to deduce the presence of an indel (discussed in the next section).

### 4.3.3 Structural variants

Structural variants (Feuk et al., 2006) are defined as genomic alterations that involve segments of DNA that are larger than 1 kb. They include:  
1. Copy number variations (CNV), which are sections in the DNA with a variable copy number when comparing to a reference genome. Insertions, deletions and duplications are types of CNVs. 
2. Segmental duplications, several copies of DNA segments that are almost identical (>90%) that can appear in a variable number of copies, also considered a type of CNV. 
3. Inversions, segments in the DNA that are reversed in orientation. 
4. Translocations, an intra or inter chromosomal location shift in a DNA segment without changing the total DNA content. 
5. Segmental uniparental disomy, where a diploid individual's pair of homologous chromosomes originated from a single parent. Since current deep sequencing platforms do not produce reads that span the length of structural variants, utilization of paired end mapping is necessary for their exact elucidation. The quality of structural variation detection using deep sequencing can be assessed by the accuracy of break point localization, copy number count and variation size estimation (Medvedev et al., 2009).

**Paired-end mapping (PEM)** - Paired-end sequencing refers to the process of sequencing a cloned DNA fragment on both ends, resulting in two associated sequence reads with an unsequenced insert between them. The insert length varies between several bases to several thousands of bases and thus appropriate for the detection process of the aforementioned large scale structural variants. Structural variants are often detected indirectly through associated paired-end deep sequencing data patterns (Bashir et al., 2008; Korbel et al., 2009; Medvedev et al., 2009). Some of these patterns approximate the location of the structural breakpoints, and some provide an exact localization. For example, the signature of an insertion or deletion can be easily inferred by comparing the expected read pair distance according to the reference with the expected insert size, if the reference distance is longer or shorter than the insert size, the presence of a deletion or insertion can be inferred respectively but the deduction of the exact location of the indel from these signatures is more difficult. However, in an “anchored split mapping” signature, when one read from a pair is perfectly aligned against the reference and its pair cannot be aligned against its designated reference location, the unaligned read can be utilized in order to pinpoint the exact location of existing large deletions or small insertions (Medvedev et al., 2009). SV PEM signatures improve all aspects of SV detection quality and so PEM is highly recommended for this purpose.

**Insert size** - insert size, set by the size of the DNA fragments introduced by library preparation can affect the outcome of SV detection. If the experimental goal is to detect as many structural variants as possible, a larger insert length is suggested. If however, a more precise localization of the variants is necessary, a shorter insert length is recommended, though resulting in an overall lower variant discovery sensitivity (e.g. if you find the variant, there is a greater probability of precise localization) (Bashir et al., 2008).

**Depth of coverage** – Coverage can also be utilized for SV elucidation, specifically large scale deletions and duplications (Yoon et al., 2009). As we expect reads mapping to each region to follow a Poisson distribution, deviations from the expected coverage suggest the presence of a duplication or deletion. SV detection benefits from combining increased coverage with abundance of paired-end reads with a significant increase in specificity (Bashir et al., 2008). Coverage cannot be utilized however to elucidate the exact location of these SVs, only to
suggest the expected region in some cases. Coverage biases, as mentioned in previous sections, can also misconstrue the SV detection process.

**Clustering methods** - After SV signatures have been detected, a calculated inference process is crucial. Most methods utilize some sort of clustering for all the pairs supporting a variant, and deduce variant information from that cluster. Since most methods rely on PEM and coverage for SV detection, they differ mainly on their clustering methods. It is important to familiarize with these methods since some are more suited for certain variation types. Since describing each clustering method is beyond the scope of this chapter, we will only point out certain aspects that are both easy to implement and have significant effects on detection quality. The standard clustering method (Korbel et al., 2009) utilizes only uniquely mapped read pairs, and discards the ones mapped to multiple loci. It also utilizes a set standard deviation limit for the difference between known insert size range and the observed mapped reference distance. These “hard” filters reduce the effectiveness of both homozygosity/heterozygosity inference and small scale variation detection (Medvedev et al., 2009). Soft (Hormozdiari et al., 2010) and Distribution (K. Chen et al., 2009; McKernan et al., 2009) based clustering methods consider multiply mapped reads and assigns them according to their supporting context, thus increasing sensitivity for the presence of small indels and heterozygosity and should be considered when experimentally relevant.

**Validation by assembly** - It is recommended to combine de novo assembly with structural variant detection in order to validate detected variants. Once the assembly process is complete, a search for supporting and conflicting sequence contigs should be performed (Koboldt et al., 2010).

We note that the field of structural variation deduction from deep sequencing data is still in its infancy and both false-positive and false-negative rates are far from satisfactory (Hormozdiari et al., 2009). As both sequencing technology improves, raising coverage and read length, and the algorithmic utilization of such improvements continues, we expect greater utilization of deep sequencing for SV detection.

### 4.3.4 Variant classification

Calling variants using deep sequencing data often results in a multitude of detected variations, even after strict and effective quality filtration as denoted earlier, deep sequencing data reveals thousands to millions of different variations (Imelfort et al., 2009). These variations can result in biological effects through introduction of different amino acids into protein sequences, early termination of coding sequences and alteration of regulatory elements and splice sites. A natural step following the variant calling process is annotating the detected variants and elucidating their effect and biological significance, separating clinically, scientifically and medically relevant variations from neutral, non functional ones. In a large list spanning this many variants, manual annotation of each variant effect is neither feasible or accurate. We will therefore cover currently leading principles for computational classification and prioritization of detected variants.

**Initial prioritization** - The first step in variation characterization is basic variation properties deduction. Variant properties such as it's location, whether in a known coding sequence, non coding transcript, promoter, splice site etc. Once a variation is localized in a coding sequence, a subsequent analysis of it's frame effect and whether its synonymous (e.g changing an amino acid) or non-synonymous should be performed. These basic properties allow initial prioritization of the variation list, considering that coding sequence non-sense
mutations are more likely to be functionally relevant than mutations in an unexpressed genomic sequence. When dealing with an annotated genome, computational tools should be utilized for this purpose (Conde et al., 2006; Li and Stockwell, 2010; McLaren et al., 2010; Yuan et al., 2006). We recommend checking the dbSNP version utilized by chosen annotation tools and strive to employ the most up-to-date version available so as to increase the availability of variant annotations.
Coding sequence variants - In order to ascertain the most likely phenotype affiliated coding sequence variation from a given list, current variation profiling methods utilize biochemical and physical properties of both amino acids and proteins considering both structure (Ramensky et al., 2002) and function (Bromberg and Rost, 2007; Calabrese et al., 2009) and utilizing various probability algorithm (Mi, et al., 2007). Possible incorporated characteristics include: molecular mass, polarity, acidity, basicity, aromaticity, conformational flexibility and hydrophobicity of amino acids (Ng and Henikoff, 2006) and hydrogen bond breaks, introduction of a buried polar residue, loss of salt bridge, insertion of proline into α-helix, and the breaking of disulfide bonds in proteins (Wang and Moult, 2001). Some available tools (Ashkenazy et al., 2010; Kumar et al., 2009; Li et al., 2009) utilize the fact that functionally crucial amino acids are evolutionary conserved, by employing multiple sequence alignment based conservation scores in order to prioritize given variations. Utilizing orthologous sequences for this purpose demonstrates higher efficiency than incorporation of paralogous, since the latter represents proteins with slight differences in both sequence and function and is less informative for conservation analysis. It was shown that conservation degree is in fact the most reliable method for predicting possible pathogenicity of a missense variant (Flanagan et al., 2010).

For the purpose of both prioritization and functional analysis optimization, we recommend combining available annotation tools that employ a variety of prioritization features (George et al., 2008; Lee and Shatkay, 2008). A recent study implemented some of these variation classification methods on recorded SNPs in a target gene, in order to elucidate possible cancer causing mutations, reducing the initial number of suspected SNPs from thousands to less than 30 (Choura and Rebai, 2009). Another study utilized bioinformatic tools to classify known non synonymous mutations in colon cancer and was able to pinpointed four SNPs already known as related to increased cancer risk (Doss and Sethumadhavan, 2009). However, a recent comprehensive review (Karchin, 2009), implemented and compared leading variant classification tools on three different studies (Doecke et al., 2008; Fatemi et al., 2008; Van Deerlin et al., 2008) associating both exonic and intronic, novel and known SNPs with a variety of disease, and demonstrated that a combination of several tools can possibly result in conflicting annotations and functional effects deduction. Another comparison (Thusberg et al., 2011), that tested the performance of several of the aforementioned tools in predicting pathogenicity using test data retrieved from dbSNP, demonstrated the sensitivity characterizing these tools to range between 0.59 to 0.9, with the preferred tools for their analysis to be SNPs&GO and MutPred (Calabrese et al., 2009; Li et al., 2009). Both studies agree that inference of functionality and pathogenicity is not a fully automatic pathway and educated interpretation of the results must be conducted.

5. Conclusion

Deep-sequencing data analysis is a growing field with many computational challenges. A normal deep sequencing run outputs a massive amount of data which require complex computational processing and interpretation. The overflow of available bioinformatic tools and software for each of the optional analysis steps presents a challenge for the researcher aiming to evaluate and interpret deep sequencing data. In this chapter we familiarized the reader with crucial concepts and considerations for preparation, refinement, analysis and elucidation of valid and accurate conclusions. The field is rapidly evolving both in hardware and sequencing platform technology and in computational techniques, algorithms, software
and tools. It is crucial to understand the various challenges involved in deep sequencing experiments, and the current available solutions, both in concept and in practice. The concepts presented in this chapter are aimed towards optimizing deep sequencing experiments, concentrating on initial steps of data preparation and quality refinement and covering several possible analysis pathways while denoting some of the currently available and leading tools, and some of their underlying methods.

The first section of this chapter, introduced deep sequencing technology's available platforms in regards to their advantages and limitations, emphasizing that although they are all considered high throughput sequencing platforms, they present different capabilities and proficiencies. When a choice between platforms is available, one can improve data retrieval and validity simply by matching the most appropriate platform with the specific experimental needs.

The second section covered the concept of deep sequencing data quality control. Using bioinformatic tools, based on both empirical and probabilistic deduction, sequencing derived errors can be reduced which otherwise would be incorporated into downstream analysis. We described current quality scales, with methods for their assessment and their relevance for improved data retrieval. Employment of these quality control and assurance methods can assist in uncovering biased sequencing lanes and recurring errors and contaminants that could significantly alter deep sequencing results. We therefore strongly urge users to utilize them prior to any following experimental evaluation, making their incorporation a standard in deep sequencing experiments.

The third and subsequent sections covered specific and very common analysis pathways: alignment, assembly and variant calling. The chapter introduced basic challenges faced in each type of analysis, their current limitations and considerations pivotal for preferential experimental planning. A description of each challenge was accompanied by delineation of current methods, tools and solutions when available. Familiarized with these challenges, the user can now conduct better analytic decisions and employ the most appropriate tools and techniques. Understanding the exact edge of each analytic pathway can help the user to perform their deep sequencing experiments in the most effective manner employing both current and future software for optimal variant calling.
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